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Pawelek & Parsons lead UNF to eleventh at indoor track finals
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

The UNF women’s track and
field team finished 11th in the 28team field at the NCAA Division II
indoor championships Friday and
Saturday.
The Lady Ospreys hadjust three
entrants at the event, held at the
RCA Dome in Indianapolis.
“To finish 11th with only three
qualifiers is outstanding,” said UNF
coach Mark VanAlstync. “It just
shows that as we develop and ex
pand our track and field team, we
can expect to be a factor in every
national meet from now on.”

The Lady Ospreys finished 10 of the 400 meter dash with a time of
points behind North Dakota State 55.47 seconds, 1.55 seconds be
and CalifomiaDavis, who tied for hind winner Lorraine Graham of
fourth place. Teams earn 10 points Lincoln College.
for winning an individual event.
Pawelek and Parsons each broke
“That’s one more athlete [partici her own school record Saturday.
“Kim and Le’Titia ran two of
pating],” VanAlstyne said.
UNF senior distance runner the best races I’ve seen since I’ve
Kim Pawelek finished second in been coaching collegiately,” said
the 5000-meter run final with a VanAlstyne, a UNF graduate who
lime of 16:42.27. She led the race has been head coach since January
until the last half-mile, when Casi 1991. “They were close to perfect
Florida of Abilene Christian Uni technically and strategically.”
versity passed her. Florida’s win
Senior miler Leanne Moore did
not finish high enough in her pre
ning time was 16:28.50.
Sophomore sprinter Le’Titia liminary event to make the finals of
Parsons finished fourth in the finals the one-mile run.
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held at the RCA Dome in Indianapolis:

1. Abilene (Texas) Christian University, 68 points.
2. St. Augustine’s, 40.
3. Western State, 26.
4t. North Dakota State. 22.
4t. California-Davis, 22.
6. Los Angeles State, 20.
7. Lewis, 18.
8.Pittsburg (Kans.) State, 15.
9t. Air Force. 14.
9t. Ashland, 14.
11.UNF,12.
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Looking for an outlet
UNF junior point guard Kyle Nesting (right) looks for a teammate to pass the ball to
during the Ospreys’ Sunshine State Conference semi-final game against Eckerd
College March 1. The Ospreys won 61-52 but lost the championship to Florida
Southern the next day. (Tom Kopacz/Sports Editor)

ORLANDO, March 1 (AP)—Student
government leaders at the University of
Centra] Florida used student funds for
personal laptop computers, dinners, foot
ball tickets and other questionable pur
chases totaling $100,000, according to
state auditors.
Student body President Miguel
Torregrosa wanted to spend $32,000 for a
Lincoln Town Car, then scaled back his
request to a $22,000 Ford Explorer.
He got neither.
Now, UCF President John Hitt is con
sidering the possibility of closing down
the student government association be
cause of the excesses.
Torregrosa, a graduate student, and
Vice President Frank Amoros, an under
graduate, said they’d done nothing wrong.
Instead, they said, the audit was “po
litically motivated” because it began with
a candidate opposing Amoros for student
body president next year.
Hilt has ordered an investigation into
spending from the school’s mandatory
activity and service fees — $6.95 per
credit hour at UCF. The fees total about
$4.6 million a year, of which about
$ 120,000 can be spent al the discretion of
the student government’s executive
branch, under certain guidelines.
Hitt said he wants to find out whether
the money was spent wisely and legally.

"Whatever it lakes to do it, we’ll do it,
including shutting down student govern
ment," the school president said.
Student leaders at the university have
an outlook that conflicts with state and
university policies, said LeVester Tubbs,
UCF’s vice president of student affairs,
whose department is responsible for stu
dent government
"They want to do things the way they
want to do things,” Tubbs said.
Administrators may ask Torregrosa and
Amoros to reimburse the university for
improper purchases, he noted.
Other questioned spending items in
cluded catered food at a Florida Citrus
Bowl private skybox during UCF home
football games last fall, promotional ads
in fraternity magazines (barred by state
law), 20 tickets to the University of
Florida’s Gator Growl homecoming pep
rally in Gainesville, and meals and drinks.
Torregrosa and Amoros defended the
purchases, saying they were done under
established procedures.
Torregrosa argued that if administra
tors didn’t like the purchases, they never
should have signed off on them.
“Everything we do,” the student body
president pointed out, “has to be approved
by an administrator.”
Material from The Orlando Sentinel
was used in this report.

Cigarette industry to get sued
TALLAHASSEE (AP) — A
circuit judge has allowed Florida to
rekindle its huge legal tussle with
cigarette makers and proceed with
a $4 billion lawsuit.
Palm Beach County Judge
Harold Cohen on Friday lifted part
of a stay on the state’s bid to force
the industry to pay for treatment of
sick smokers on Florida Medicaid.
Cohen’s ruling marked the lat
est twist in a tangled legal web
involving the state and tobacco
companies and could set the stage
for a trial sometime next year.
“Today’s ruling proves Big
Tobacco’s efforts to stall and delay
a trial in this case have failed,”
Gov, Lawton Chiles said in a state
ment.
The Florida Supreme Court and
the Legislature still will have a say
in whether the state can use its 1994
law that stripped the most common
legal defense used by tobacco mak
ers: the argument that smokers share
responsibility for their own health
problems.
In West Palm Beach, Cohen
agreed Friday with the state’s re
quest to let the case begin to move
forward. The stay was imposed last
April because of a pending consti
tutional challenge to the law the
state is using to sue cigarette mak
ers.
The slate wants $4 billion from

The Spinnaker's on

Philip Morris Co., R.J. Reynolds
Tobacco Co., and 19 other ciga
rette makers, the cost it maintains
taxpayers are paying for treating
sick smokers on Medicaid.
Lawyers for tobacco argued
Friday against lifting the stay, but
an industry spokesman then
downplayed Cohen’s decision.
“This is not a victory for the
state,” said Michael York, spokes
man for Philip Morris. “This al
lows us to file motions to dismiss
the state’s case on very substantive
legal grounds.”
Under the 1994 law, Florida
can combine thousands of Medic
aid patients with tobacco-related
health problems over the past five
years into one lawsuit, then use
statistical analysis to try to prove
tobacco was to blame for some of
the health problems and costs.
Courts also can impose judg
ments against cigarette makers
based on their market share — not
their percentage of fault — under
this law.
Philip Morris, Publix Supermar
kets, a business called the National
Association of Convenience Stores
and Associated Industriesof Florida
have challenged theconstitutionality of the 1994 Florida law.
Also Friday, opponents
launched a two-week media cam
paign urging state lawmakers to

the web!

Check us

override Chiles’ 1995 veto of a bill
to repeal the anti-tobacco law.
The law passed during the clos
ing hours of the regular session of
the 1994 Florida Legislature, and
many lawmakers later claimed they
didn’t know they’d voted for it.
A separate bill to repeal the
1994 anti-tobacco law last year
passed overwhelmingly—then was
vetoed in June by Chiles.
Now, the governor is lobbying
the 40-member Florida Senate to
gel the 14 votes he needs to block a
two-thirds vote required to over
ride his veto. Chiles has vowed to
pursue the state’s anti-tobacco lawsuit, even if Florida’s high court
overturns the law or the Legislature
repeals it.
“We’re noteven thinking about
that” possible scenario, Lewis said.
“We intend to prevail and sustain
the governor’s veto.”
Florida is one of at least five
states seeking payment for the tax
payer-financed costof medical care
for the poor and the elderly in nurs
ing homes. Similar lawsuitalso have
been filed by West Virginia, Mis
sissippi, Minnesota and Massachu
setts, but Florida is the only state
that has a law that removes the
industry’s primary legal defenses.
To date, tobacco companies
never have lost a health-related
lawsuit.

Osprey
sports
this
week
Tuesday
Women's Tennis
Softball

Northern Illinois, 2 p.m.
Barry, 6 p.m.

Golf

Seminole Intercollegiate
Tallahassee

Wednesday
Men’s Tennis

Armstrong State, 2 p.m.

Thursday
Baseball

Campbell, 7 p.m.

Friday
Track

Fill Classic, Miami

Saturday
Men’s and Women's Tennis
Baseball
Women's Tennis
Baseball

Lynn, 11 a.m.
Troy State, 3:30 p.m.
FCC-J, 3:30 p.m.
Akron, 7 p.m.

Softball

at Rebel Games, Ocoee

Sunday
Baseball

Ohio State, 2 p.m.

Softball

at Rebel Games, Ocoee

out at http://www.unf.edu/groups/spinnaker
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Meet the candidates and find out what they think
continue to question why the fed
eral government should beactively
involved in the culture business. I
support the elimination of the
NEA.”
ISSUE: AIDS
Would you maintain, increase
or decrease federal research grants
to universities and hospitals
searching for a cure or more effec
tive measures against AIDS?
Clinton: “Preventing HIV in
fection and finding acure for AIDS
is a top priority.... That is why we
have increased overall AIDS fund
ing by 40 percent, including Ryan
White CARE assistance for out
patient care. These policies have
already achieved remarkable suc
cess: Thanks to recent scientific
advances, people with HIV and
AIDS live twice as long as they
did two years ago; the United
States now approves AIDS drugs
faster than any European nation.
We must not slow the battle to
fight HIV and AIDS.”
Buchanan: “Medical research
should be continued at its present
level.”
Dole: “I believe we must do
everything possible to foster and
encourage research aimed at stop
ping the proliferation of this deadly
disease. That’s why I support the
Ryan White Act, which provides
federal assistance for AIDS re
search. American scientists have
the brightest minds and the best
technology in the world.”
ISSUE: MINIMUM WAGE
What increases, if any, do you
favor in the federal minimum
wage?
Clinton: “More and more
Americans are working hard try
ing to live on the minimum wage,
which has hit a 40-year low in
purchasing power and is no longer
enough to support a family; $4.25
an hour is not a living wage. Rais
ing the minimum wageby 90 cents
an hour over two years to $5.15
would enable working Americans
to provide for their families.”

THE STUDENT PROGRAMMING BOARD PRESENTS:

MARCH 26

MARCH 29

WITH
WITH

Buchanan: “Raising the mini
mum wage would cut off the bot
tom rungs of the economic ladder.
Thus, I oppose such increases.”
Dole: “Many economists ar
gue that an increase in the mini
mum wage will result in fewer job
opportunities for those seeking to
enter the work force for the first
time. I believe we can create more
and better-paying jobs by balanc
ing the federal budget, providing
tax relief for American families,
and reducing the regulatory bur
den on our nation’s small busi
nesses. These policies will spur
economic growth and enhance
opportunity.”
ISSUE: PROTECTED HABI
TATS
Would you support changing
the Endangered Species Act of
1973 to limit the number of habi
tats eligible to be designated en
dangered?
Clinton: “No, because habitat
protection is essential to conserve
endangered species and the eco
system on which they depend. The
Endangered Species Act embod
ies values important to all Ameri
cans and we must maintain our
commitment to protect our
nation’s priceless biological heri
tage. Working together with state
and local governments, this ad
ministration is minimizing the
act’s economic impacton thelives
of private landowners, while up
holding our responsibility to fu
ture generations to leave this planet
and its species in better condition
than we found them.”
Buchanan: “We all want to see
the bald eagle and grizzly bear
survive. But under current law,
unelected bureaucrats can declare
a rat or a bird or an insect endan
gered and then an unelected judge
can shut down economic activity
on millions of acres of land. The
Endangered Species Act should
be revamped. Congress should be
forced to vote on every endan
gered species and property own

ers should be compensated when
ever their land is seized and con
verted into a protected habitat.”
Dole: “Yes.”
ISSUE: WHAT WORKS
Both parties speak of the need
for reforming social programs. Can
you give one or two examples of a
federal social program that, in your
view, works as is?
Clinton: “The Earned Income
Tax Credit and Head Start pro
gram protect and strengthen fami
lies, the fundamental building
blocks of our society. That is why
the administration has expanded
the EITC by $21 billion over five
years, to protect working families
from falling into poverty,and Head
Start by $760 million, to provide
thousands more children with their
only access to primary education.”
Buchanan: “Throughout his
tory the most successful federal
undertaking has been the United
States armed forces whenever they
are sent into battle to defend the
interests of the United States.
World War II was a successful
federal program.”
Dole: “Job Corps.”
ISSUE: ABORTION
How, if at all, should federal
law be changed regarding access
to and availability of abortion?
Clinton: “The decision to have
an abortion should be between a
woman, her doctor, and her faith.
Abortions should be safe, legal,
and rare. We can lower the num
ber of abortions by emphasizing
education, prevention and personal
responsibility to reduce the num
ber of unwanted pregnancies.”
Buchanan: “I am for passage
of a human life amendment. But
even before that lakes place the
federal government should lake
the following measures: totally de
funding abortion and abortion-re
lated activities, holding hearings
to demonstrate that human life
begins at conception .holding hear
ings to show that women, too, are
victims of abortion, and an act of

Congress to extend the constitu
tional rights of a ‘person’ to the
unborn child.”
Dole: “Since 1974, I have op
posed the Supreme Court’s Roe
vs. Wade decision legalizing abor
tion on demand. In 1983, I voted
for a constitutional amendment
overturning this decision. I sup
port a constitutional amendment
to restrict abortion subject to the
exceptions of life of the mother,
rape and incest.”
ISSUE: EDUCATION
What is the single most impor
tant step that should be taken to
improve public education?
Clinton: “Greaterinvolvement
by parents in their children’s edu
cation will strengthen our schools
and our families. We should give
parents the right to choose which
public school their children at
tend. We should also remind par
ents that they are their children’s
first teachers. They must turn off
the television set more often, see
that the homework gets done, and
visit their children’s classroom.”
Buchanan: “The federal gov
ernment should have no role in pri
mary and secondary education. State
governments have a right to set fun
damental educational standards, but
public education is primarily a local
function and should be governed
locally as much as possible. Aspresident, I will de-fund Goals 2000 and
Outcome Based Education, abolish
the federal Department of Educa
tion and make parental rights para
mount again.”
Dole: “I believe that school
choice and returning education
decisions back to (he local level
will reinvigorate America’s edu
cation system, and prepare chil
dren to compete and excel in the
global economy of the next cen
tury. The only way to restore ac
countability to our schools is by
wresting control of education
policy away from Washington bu
reaucrats and returning it to par
ents and local communities.”

BECKY BLANEY

MAGIC!

Dole: “I believe our system of
legal immigration needs to be re
examined. As part of this re-examination, I supporta modest, temporary reduction in the annual rate
of legal immigration,”
ISSUE: CUBA
Should the trade embargo on
Cuba be lifted and, if not, under
what conditions should that oc
cur?
Clinton: “The trade embargo
is the best leverage the United
States has to promote democratic
change in Cuba. It denies the
Castro regime the benefits that
U.S. trade, investment and tour
ism would provide. The embargo
must continue until the Cuban
government takes real steps to
ward recognizing fundamental
freedoms and respecting human
rights for its citizens."
Buchanan: “A trade embargo
should be maintained until Fidel
Castro is out of power. He is the
problem.”
Dole: “No.”
ISSUE: ARTS
Do you support federal subsi
dies for the arts?
Clinton: “The National En
dowment for the Arts — in part
nership with individuals, corpora
tions and foundations — has
broughtart and culture to commu
nities large and small throughout
the country. The arts provide
Americans of varied backgrounds
an opportunity to share experi
ences they otherwise may not have.
Federal subsidies for the arts —
less than 0.02 percent of the fed
eral budget — help attract tour
ists, stimulate business, and ex
pand the tax base. This small in
vestment expands the education
and cultural base of all Ameri
cans.”
Buchanan: “No. Federal sub
sidies should be phased out and
ended.”
Dole: “I opposed the estab
lishment of the National Endow
ment for the Arts in 1965 and I

COMEDY &

WASHINGTON (AP)—Sen
ate Majority Leader Bob Dole,
President Clinton and Pat
Buchanan answer questions from
the Associated Press about issues
relevant to American voters.
Magazine publisher Steve Forbes
did notrespond to most questions.
ISSUE: PRIORITIES
What should the government’s
top priority be in 1996?
Clinton: “The government’s
top priority in 1996 must be imple
menting sound economic policies,
moving to balance the budget,
fighting crime and violence, pro
tecting quality education and
health care for the elderly, and a
safe and clean environment.”
Buchanan: “Downsizing the
federal government while slash
ing the tax burden on American
families.”
Dole: “I will put the federal
budget on a seven-year balanced
budget plan, provide meaningful
tax relief for working Americans,
and reform our failed welfare sys
tem.”
ISSUE: LEGAL IMMIGRA
TION
Would you support legislation
further reducing the number of
legal immigrants allowed in this
country?
Clinton: “I support lowering
the level of legal immigration by a
moderate amount at this time, as
recommended by former Con
gresswoman Barbara Jordan,chair
of the Commission on Immigra
tion Reform. Legal immigration
reform must be based upon prin
ciples that are pro-family, pro
work, and pro-naturalization, re
taining opportunities for family
reunification as the levels are low
ered. We must not let this issue
become divisive in this country.”
Buchanan: “Yes. 1 would pul
a five-year moratorium on legal
immigration; however, exceptions
would be made for the spouses
and minor children of American
citizens.”

DOORS OPEN FOR BOTH SHOWS
AT 8PM. MUSIC STARTS AT 9PM
AT THE BOATHOUSE.
TICKETS FOR BOTH SHOWS WILL BE AVAILABLE ON MARCH

11th AT THE TICKET BOX OFFICE. TICKETS ARE FREE TO
STUDENTS. LIMIT WO PER STUDENT WITH VALID ID.
INDIVIDUALS WHO REQUIRE REASONABLE ACCOMMODATION MUST NOTIFY EVENTS COORDINATOR NORMA BRIZZI AT

646-2525 AT LEAST FIVE WORKING DAYS PRIOR TO THE EVENT.

MAR. 12 9 PM
BOATHOUSE
Individuals who require reasonable accommodation in order to
participate must contact Norma Brizzi at 646-2525 at least 5
working days in advance.
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IF YOU’RE TIRED of writing check after check for rent,
utilities, telephone and cable, take a look at Melrose. A new concept in
apartment living, Melrose features one price that includes it all. Write
just one check each month! What could be easier. We’ll even process
automatic: withdrawals from your checking account if you like!

Apartment life shouldn’t
require a degree in Accounting!
In addition to easy bookkeeping, you’ll have your very own private
bathroom with each bedroom at Melrose.
Take advantage of a host of other features including:
■ Full-sized washer and dryer in all units; ceiling fans in every bedroom

■ Study desk in each furnished bedroom suite (unfurnished apartments
available, too)
■ Convenient location
■ Lighted tennis courts
■ Lighted basketball court

■ Sand volleyball courts
■ Clubhouse with fitness center, complete with exercise equipment
■ Large swimming pool

■ Study area with computers (PCs, laser printer, CD-ROM), Fax
machine
■ State-of-the-art keyless lock system and fully monitored security system
in each apartment

■ Gated entrance with video screening from your apartment

Call today: 220-9990
Leasing office open 7 days a week

APARTMENTS®
ALL-INCLUSIVE APARTMENT LIVING

3601 KERNAN BLVD SOUTH - JACKSONVILLE
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Letters to the Editor

Elizabeth Dole top Republican choice
The Spinnaker is pleased to endorse Dole for the Republican presidential

nomination in Tuesday’s Florida primary.

Elizabeth Dole, that is.
Mrs. Dole’s qualifications for the office of president of the United States are

at least as exemplary as anyone actually entered in the Republican primary. She
has experience in the federal executive branch as secretary of the Labor

Department in the Reagan administration. And her time as director of the
American Red Cross ensures that she can work on a tight budget.
Unfortunately, Mrs. Dole is not running for president. Those that arc frankly
leave us less than impressed.
Mrs. Dole’s husband Bob is the frontrunner for the nomination, but we

cannot recommend him in good faith. Mr. Dole’s strongest stand seems to be
directly beneath a weather vane, trying to figure out which way the political
winds are blowing. He told an interviewer people should vote for him because

they had not voted for him in his two prior primary campaigns — he lost to

ebraced then the birthdays of the great ruary, but also all the great Presidents and
Presidents of the United States of America. leaders we have had. What a terrible trag
George Washington, a founding father of edy to not recognize that day. I would
With the passing of President’s Day it
our country, should be recognized due to suggest that UNF pick an arbitrary day to
occured to me that something about UNF’s
his great leadership as a general and our commemorate all the great leaders of our
holiday scheduledoes not seem quite right.
country (George Washington, Abraham
first President.
The question that many of us have
Abraham Lincoln, a very important Lincoln, Martin Luther King, etc), sched
recently asked, "Why did we not have
figure in our country’s history, probably ule both days as a holiday, or schedule
President’s Day off?” Since we just re
has done as much or even more for the neither.
cently had Martin Luther King’s Birthday
The United States has recognized
African-American people of the United
off, I see no real good reason why
President
’s Day as a national holiday, and
States than Martin Luther King. He be
President’s Day was excluded.
I
do
not
see
any reason why UNF should
lieved that slavery was wrong and look the
I believe that Martin Luther King was
proper steps in abolishing that great sin not participate,
a very remarkable individual and a great
Joe Vogel, student
from our country.
motivatorfor the African-American people
via the Internet
President’s Day not only represents the
of our country. I do not believe, however,
twopresidents whose birthdays fall in Febthat his birthday should be anymore cel-

Student wants equal rights
in days off scheduling

former presidents Reagan and Bush. He has yet to articulate his vision and what
he stands for, other than the fact that he is not President Clinton.
Mr. Dole’s age must be considered. He is 72. Although he said he will only

serve one term, his advanced age still makes his health a consideration. Should
Mr. Dole win the nomination at the Republican convention this summer, his

running mate will be one of the most important election issues of the fall
campaign.
Magazine publisher Steve Forbes has similarly failed to distinguish himself.
His campaign seems to consist of a flat tax proposal, a numberof generic stances
on issues and a blizzard of attack advertisements on television.

Mr. Forbes’ flat tax proposal is deceptive: while it seems to make the income

tax system simpler, in most cases it would raise taxes on the middle class while
individuals making over $200,000 per year (a small minority) would see their

taxes drop

The one candidate that has distinguished himself from the others is media
darling (and frequent pundit) Pat Buchanan. Mr. Buchanan’s far-right stands on
social issues, the economy, foreign trade and defense policy are the only things

that have allowed Senator Dole to define himself in the 1996 campaign.
The most popular potential Republican candidates were Dan Quayle and
Colin Powell, both of whom refused to run and have said they will not be drafted.

Unfortunately for the Republican Party, those are the only two party leaders with
the charisma necessary to defeat Bill Clinton. Mr. Dole comes across as

unfriendly, Mr, Forbes as insincere and Mr. Buchanan as a mean attack dog.

Even more unfortunate from the Republican point of view is the infighting
of this primary campaign. The Republican side of the ballot has not been this

divided and nasty since the 1964 campaign, won by Barry Goldwater. Mr.
Goldwater was trounced in that fall’s general election by Lyndon Baines

Johnson, who won 45 of 50 states. That campaign in paralleled by its 1996
counterpart — the Republicans slinging mud and arrows while the Democratic
incumbent (Clinton) sits above the fray acting presidential.
Anyone for “none of the above”?

The views expressed in signed opinion columns and letters to the editor represent
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the opinions of the individual authors and do not necessarily represent the opinion
of the Spinnaker, its staff members, or the University of North Florida. We welcome
letters from students, faculty, and the local community. Please include a name and

telephone number on a typewritten copy one week priorto publication. Names will
be withheld by request. Anonymous submissions will not be considered for

publication. The Spinnaker does not guarantee publicationofsubmittedmaterials.
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So you want to submit a Letter to the Editor...
Here’s what you’ve got to do:
Write it or type it, sign it,
include your
phone number,

to us write to us write to us write to us

limit it to 300 words,

write to us write to us write to us write

keep it relevant to UNF.

to us write to us write to us write to us

Tax us at
(904) 928-3964
Email: spinaker@unf.edu

Officevision ID: SPINNAKE
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Dome, sweet dome... Move past race as an issue
On My Mind...

by Mike Goldin
Once in a while I run out of things to write about.
I know most of you can’t believe that, what with
some of the more unusual ideas I’ve brought up here,
but it is most certainly true. This week is one of those
times.
Sadly, I haven’t a single idea, so I'll just com
plain for a few column inches. Then, maybe the part
of my brain that doesn’t like being lazy will come up
with something better.
Writing is an abstract art, much like Cubism.
Personally, I like the Surrealists better, but that’s
kinda off topic (what topic?). Sometimes there are 20
great ideas that scream “Write me, write me!” Usu
ally there’s one or two, but sometimes there aren’t
any. That’s when I try to get creative. Sometimes that
works, but right now it’s not. Oh well.
I do have one idea, but it’s too wild to use even in
these desparale limes. With all the rain this past
weekend, I’ve been thinking about solutions; ways
to either keep from gelling wet or to stop the rain.
A friend told me to stop asking stupid questions
and just stay inside. That got me thinking. (Not about
stupid questions, I know my questions are intelligent
... aren’t they?) I figure if everyone stays inside
nobody will get wet. Cool! Now, how to keep every
one inside without being lynched?
That got me thinking about the movie Spaceballs.
The whole planet of Druidia was encased in an airtight
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bubble/dome to keep their fresh air out of the reach of
the lecherous citizens of the planet Spaceball. However
stretched, the concept could work here at UNF.
Yes, I know it’s only a movie, but this is only a
column. Here’s how the concept would work: place
a dome sort of like the astrodome over the entire
campus. To keep the “earthy” feel it could be painted
with clouds or something. There would be stadium
type lights all around to provide sun-like light during
the day, and no light at all at night. Maybe a neon
moon would be nice, but that could be overkill.
Now for the best part: we could sell advertising
space on the dome! What could be better than waking
up at 6:45 a.m. every morning (because the lights
turn on at 6:45) and seeing a giant Rocky 6000 movie
billboard (imagine a gigantic headshot of Sylvester
Stallone) where the sun should be? My idea of
heaven on Earth.
That’s not all. The dome could be climate con
trolled — for comfort. In the summer it could be
warmer inside and in the winter cooler, but the tem
perature need never go lower than 60. True paradise.
While we’re at it, we could design the dome so it
can open on sunny days. That way students can take
a walk on the nature trails and not have to look up at
the QBC ad as they stroll. Not that seeing a home
shopping adverisement isn’t romantic.
This idea is going a bit too far, even for me. I did
say I was desparale, though — didn’t I?
Mike understands almost nobody reads this itali
cized area under his column, so he’s gonna give
those who do a little treat. He came up with a cool
name for the dome, but didn't have anywhere to put
it in the column, so here it is: the OzziDome. He
probably shouldn’t have put it anywhere, huh?

Paula
Kamen

The Fifth Column

by Morris Lary
There are certain things you expect to come up
during an election year.
Taxes, certainly. Promises to flatten them, or to
lower them, or simply not to raise them spill out from
every candidate. Talk of values and visions fills the
air. Everyone vows to bring change.
And, without fail, people talk about race. Whether
in a call to save affirmative action or to strike it down,
in talk of “assimilation” or demands of civil rights,
race seems to always be in America’s thoughts. Race
is the issue that always comes back; racism, the crime
that never goes away.
I’ve seen my share of racism, over the course of
friendships (and relationships) across racial lines.
I’ve seen the difference in how fair-skinned Morris
was treated by police as opposed to his friend Dion
when we were pulled over on a Louisiana night. I’ve
seen a town that embraces the raucous Bike Week and
Bacchanalian Spring Break take a powder on hosting
Jam Splash. I’ve seen Sister Souljah denounce the
race to which I belong as a race of devils. I’ve seen
history written and rewritten by every ethnic group in
the spectrum to elevate themselves and denigrate
everyone else. I’ve seen adoptions contested because
they crossed the lines of black and white.
Was this what the struggles were for, all those sit
ins and marches? Were they so we could listen to
race-bailing code words in campaign rhetoric? So we
could watch interracial couples be cursed by black
and white alike on talk shows? So we could see

Don't

Justice tip her scales along Iines of color? So we could
run every hiring and firing on quota?
No.
The battle was for color-blindness. The battle was
to think of skin color as we think of eye color, to move
from five ethnic races to one human race, and we
haven’t won yet. Too many people — on both sides
— still see pigment, not person.
So how do we win?
If only we could scramble our genetics, so that
anyone could have anything. No more ethnic groups,
no more racial fines, just people.
Imagine if Louis Farrakhan brought forth a blond,
blue-eyed progeny, if David Duke were blessed with
a lovely daughter of deepest jet. What would these
men have to say about race then?
Ah, but it's too much to hope. We will still beget in
our own image—and some, at least, think their image
best. The battle won’t be won by such easy fixes.
It’ll be won by our recognition that everyone is
human, above any divisions of pigmentation. By our
recognition that color-blindness means dating, mar
rying and adopting whoever you like, dumping all
notions of Us and Them.
Most of all, the battle will be won by our turning
away from the separatists — David Duke, Louis
Farrakhan, Randy Weaver, Sister Souljah and all the
others — and changing direction toward a world that
wants to come together, not apart, a world where their
noxious message would fall on deaf ears.
Forget the rhetoric — this year’s election won’t
resolve race in America, any more than the others
have. Race isn’t voted on every four years. Il’s voted
on each day you step out into the world. Each person
you meet is a ballot; how you look at them is your
vote.
Vote wisely.

lose your head!

Wear a helmet when riding a motorcycle.
- it's just common

the issues: work,
family,
sexual
violence,
racism,
feminism

We:
are a voice for students concern

the event: Women's
History
Month
Keynote
Speaker

allocate over 1.4 million dollars

oversee the programming of concerts,
comedians and festivals
protect your interests on campus

Saturday, March 16
UNF Robinson Theatre
7:00(free
p.m.
& open to the public)
Sponsored by the Women's Center -

Individuals who require reasonable accommodation in
order to participate must notify the Women's Center at 646-2528 at least 5 working davs prior to the event.

The most frightening thing about
having Panic Disorder is not knowing
that’s what you have.
Repeated episodes of shooting
chest pains. Racing heart.

Overwhelming fear. It could be

many things, but all the medical

tests show nothing is wrong.
That's when it’s time to ask,
“Could this be Panic Disorder?”

Panic Disorder affects more

than three million Americans.

If you think you or someone
you know may be one of them,

call 1-800-64-PANIC, today.

Panic Disorder
Its real. It’s treatable.

Please Join

Us !

Student Government
Elections are April 9-10
Applications for the positions of
President Vice-President and
Senator are available in the SGA
office, Bldg. 14, room 2627.
Anyone interested must apply
by March 19 at 5:00 p.m.

National Institute of Mental Health
National Institutes of Health
A public service message bronchi
to you by this publication and the NIMH
Panic Disorder Education Program.

For additional information call Melissa Alligood at 646-2750
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Heeeere’s Kermie Real World News
By Mike Goldin
OF THE STAFF

She’s

magically outrageous

Comedian-magician Becky Blaney, who has appeared on HBO
and Evening at the Improv, will perform at the UNF Boathouse
tonight at 9:00 p.m.

In a disjointed opener, the
Muppets return to television.
Muppets Tonight! marks the
newest venture of Jim Henson Pro
ductions, sans Jim. His son, Brian
is now at the helm, and though this
initial attempt was a bit fuzzy (or
was that Fozzy?) about the premise,
the future looks bright.
The series revolves around
KMUP, a television station run by
the furry critters. Muppets Tonight!
is the result of a scheduling over
sight, creating the need to immedi
ately fill airtime.
Kermit the Frog, who appears
to be the station manager, drafts
newcomer Clifford, a hip purple
Rastafarian type, as the show’s host.
The fun starts when Miss Piggy
shows up and volunteers to guest
star. Kermit brings in Michelle
Pfeiffer, and predictable cat fight
ing ensues. This is the most enjoy
able part of the show.
What is not so enjoyable is the
shifting from behind the scenes to
the show itself. The original Muppet

Show was much belter at this.
Some of the skits were quite
good, despite backstage confusion,
particularly the “Great Moments
in Elvis History,” about the sign
ing of the Declaration of Indepen
dence. A Dating Game knockoff
and dancing cheeses that melt all
led up to the grand finale Sound of
Music medley with the promised
catfight between Pig and Pfeiffer.
Julie Andrews was never so funny.
Seeing all those childhood pals
again is another reason to watch.
Kermit, Miss. Piggy and Fozzie
Bear arc there, as are Gonzo the
Great, Rizzo the Rat and the gee
zers in residence — Statler and
Waldorf — from the original se
ries, now in a nursing home.
The changing of the guard is
obvious, but this is not necessarily
bad news. If Brian Henson could
bring back the company bearing
his father's name with two suc
cessful feature-length films and
lucrative lisencing deals, there’s
no reason he can’t pull this off.
All in all, the concept needs
refining, but it shows promise.

Trend shows Americans simplifying their lives
FLUSHING, Mich. (AP) —
Valeric Kump-Dutkowski’s life
had become a blur.
The 41-year-old former medi
cal technologist had a four-bed
room house, two cars, two chil
dren, took shopping trips to Chi
cago on weekends and vacationed
in Australia.
“I averaged four to six hours of
sleep each night. J had Waterford
crystal and the same fine china as
Miss Ellie on Dallas butnotimeto
geta meal on the table,” Dutkowski
told The Flint Journal. “Life be
came a blur of lab work, trips to
the baby-sitter, housework, pack
ing diaper bags and getting to bed
at 1 a.m.”
So the Flushing woman went
down the same path dial a growing
number of Americans are taking:
she found solace in simplicity.
The phenomenon, known as
voluntary simplicity, down shift-

ing and simple living, is a major
trend of the ’90s.
It has been chosen as one of
the top 10 trends of the 1990s by
the Trends Research Institute of
Rhinebeck, N.Y. The institute
predicts that by decade’s end, 15
percent of America's 76 million
baby boomers will be part of a
“simplicity” movement.
“The movement is going to
stay with us well into the 21st
century,” said Gerald Celente,
director of the institute.
“It’s coming from two di
rections. One is voluntary.
People are saying, ‘I’m not find
ing satisfaction in putting all
my efforts into my job and I
have no life.’ They are now
reaching the age where they’re
looking ahead and saying, ‘How
much lime do I have? I warn to
spend the time I do have left in
a more rewarding situation.’

“They’re looking at over con
sumption as being wasteful, un
necessary, unfulfilling and un
healthy,” Celente said.
There is another group down
shifting — those who have been
laid off from jobs, are underem
ployed and those anticipating lay
offs at downsizing companies.
“There’s nojob security. People
aren’t willing to go into debt,”
Celente said.
A 1995 survey of 800 Ameri
can adults conducted by the Merck
Family Fund, a Maryland founda
tion, found that 28 percent had
scaled down and voluntarily cut
back on their income in some way
over the past five years to reflect
changes in priorities.
Dutkowski’s new lifestyle shifts
are similar to those of Paul Gillie’s.
Gillie, 31, a Burton native, left
the area in 1984 for a small town
newspaper in Williams, Minn. He

spent the next 10 years as the
paper’s editor, chasing stories,
shooting photos and covering the
big stories.
“My job was my life. For a
long time, I thought that would be
enough for me,” said Gillie, who
worked an average of 70 to 80
hours a week.
In 1993, Gillie began suffering
professional burnout and became
disillusioned with his work. About
that time, he attended his 10-ycar
class reunion in Flint where he got
reacquainted with the woman who
later became his wife.
He sold the business and re
turned to Flint in 1994. He works
as a postal worker and enjoys his
new anonymity.
“I wanted a 9 to-5 job. I go to
bed at a regular time and I have
Sundays off. I don’t go to bed anx
ious or wake up feeling nauseated
from the pressure waiting for me.”

Muppet movie is a treasure
OF THE STAFF

Muppet Treasure
island

Our Grade: B+

An

from wire service reports of the impossible

unusual motion by the prosecution

PITTSBURGH (AP) — A man convicted of robbery will get a
new trial because his prosecutor had begun an affair with the defendant’s
girlfriend and once was caught having sex with her in a parked car.
On Tuesday. Allegheny County Judge David Cashman ordered a
new trial for Thomas Balenger, 34, but he said there wasn’t enough
evidence of wrongdoing by former Assistant District Attorney Will
iam Jones Jr. for him to drop the charges.
“I cannot find any manufactured evidence, nor can I find in any
way, shape or form that Mr. Jones used the process ... to subvert the
criminal justice system,” Cashman said. “But the prime motive of the
prosecution was to remove romantic competition.”
Jones, of Fox Chapel, was not in court to hear Cashman’s ruling
and could not immediately be reached for comment. He resigned from
the District Attorney’s office in 1990 and is now a prosecutor in state
Attorney General Tom Corbett Jr.’s office.
Jack Lewis, a spokesman for Corbett, said the matter was under
review and had no other comment.
Balenger, who is serving a five- to 10-year term for robbing a
delicatessen in 1987, will get a new trial on charges he robbed a
jeweler at gunpoint in 1988. He has been serving a 13- to 26-year
sentence for that conviction.
“She’s an evil temptress, and he’s a dog," Balenger said. “Justice
was served. I didn’t do the crime. I’ll get a new trial.”
During a two-day hearing, Lola Jones, the prosecutor’s former
wife, testified that she saw Jones and Lana Conte, Balenger’s girl
friend, having sex in a parked car in Fox Chapel, a Pittsburgh suburb,
on Dec. 7,1988. Jones had negotiated a plea and sentence for Balenger
in the delicatessen robbery that day. Jones and Ms. Conte denied
having sex in the parking lot.
Jones also prosecuted Balenger in the jewelry store robbery.
Jones testified Monday that he interviewed Ms. Conte as a
potential witness, became emotionally involved with her and married
her in 1993.
Ms. Conte told the court that she was afraid of Balenger and
moved to Cleveland to get away from him. Ms. Jones testified that her
husband told her, “I have to pul that guy away forever to save Lana.”

In town ...

Atlanta based band Big Hate will be at the Milk Bar this Thursday with
House of Pain. Doors open at 8:00 p.m., advance tickets are $15.

By Maureen Goin

Connolly) and Jim Jones (Kevin
Bishop) are played by humans. But
Before leaping into this review congratulations to the casting de
of Muppet Treasure Island, allow partment for their choice in homo
me to bestow a few
sapiens for the part
words of warning.
of Long John Sil
I have been able to
ver — Tim Curry.
do Kermit and
Always the
Miss Piggy imper Starring: Kermit the perfect villain in
sonations since I Frog, Miss. Piggy, Tim any film, Curry
was 10 years old. I Curry and Kevin Bishop shines as a conde
wept when Jim
Director: Brian Henson scending nemesis
Henson died, and
with a flair for dry
Kermit is my hero.
humor. Truly, how
Please, proceed
could any picture
with caution.
err with Tim Curry
Most of the original television performing a musical number as
show’s cast members participate head villain — even if he did
in this most recent Muppet motion leave his leather and lipstick at
picture endeavor. They even man home for this flick?
aged to work in the Swedish Chef;
Of course, the movie strays a
Scooter, however, I did not see. If bit from the original Stevenson
he was present, my humblest apolo tale. Much to its credit, however,
gies to him and his family.
the movie docs string the story’s
As with all Muppet adventures, main themes together quite dex
this latest episode was chock full terously. Easily discernible un
o’ silliness—just as it should be. dercurrents such as Hawkins’
Il fills the screen with the bizarre quest for a father figure and the
including a Carmen Miranda- struggle between good and evil
esque musical number, Beaker help yoke the movie to the origi
being shot from a cannon, and rats nal story line and add dimension
from Long Island vacationing on to the plot.
board the Hispaniola. My personal
If you are a Muppet fan, see
favorite was Kermit (Captain this movie. Ifyou are not a Muppet
Smallett) singing a ballad (to a not fan, sec it with someone who is.
so mysterious swine) while dan Just remember the words of warn
gling upside down from a cliff.
ing uttered by old Billy Bones on
No Muppet escapade would be his death bed, “Don’t run with
complete without its tall, human scissors or any other pointed ob
cast members. The majority of main ject, because it’sall fun and games
characters suchasBilly Bones (Billy
until somebody loses an eye.”

Culled

Top Video Rentals
1. The Net starring Sandra Bullock (Columbia TriStar
— Rated: PG-13) Last Week: No. 1
2. Waterworld Kevin Costner (MCA/Universal — PG
13) No. 2
3. Nine Months Hugh Grant (FoxVideo — PG-13) No.
5
4. Desperado Antonio Banderas (Columbia TriStar —
R) No. 3
5. Showgirls Elizabeth Berkeley (MGM/UA — NC-17)
No. 7
6. The Usual Suspects Stephen Baldwin (PolyGramn —
R) New Entry
7. Under Siege 2: Dark Territory Steven Seagal
(Warner — R) No 13
8. Clueless Alicia Silverstone (Paramount — PG-13)
No. 8
9. Something To Talk About Julia Roberts (Warner —
R) No 9
10. Die Hard With A Vengeance Bruce Willis
(MCA/Universal — R) No. 4
11. Lord Of Illusions Scott Bakula (MGM/UA — R)
No. 10
12. Jade David Caruso (Paramount — R) No. 6
13. Indian In The Cupboard Hal Scardino (Columbia
TriStar — PG) No. 11
14. Dangerous Minds Michelle Pfieffer (Buena Vista
— R) New Entry
15. First Knight Sean Connery (Columbia TriStar —
PG-13) No. 16
16. Mortal Kombat: The Movie Christopher Lambert
(Turner (PG-13) No. 14
17. Species Ben Kingsley (MGM/UA — R) No. 12
18. Kids (Vidmark Entertainment) — NR) No. 22
19. Priest Linus Roache (Buena Vista — R) No. 23
20. While You Were Sleeping Sandra Bullock (Buena
Vista — PG) No. 19

Study showsjoys ofjava
CHICAGO (AP) — Women
who drink coffee are less likely to
commit suicide than those who do
not, suggests a study being pub
lished Monday.
The author cautions, however,
that the results may not be signifi
cant because doctors might have
told depressed patients not to drink
coffee, a factor that wasn’t stud
ied.
The study of 86,626 female
nurses from 1980 to 1990 found
11 suicides among those who
drank two to three cups of
caffeinated coffee per day, com
pared with 21 cases among col
leagues who said they almost never
drank coffee.
“Coffee drinkers seem to do
everything that seems to put them
at risk for depression and suicide,
but they are highly protected,” said
the study author. Dr. Ichiro
Kawachi of Harvard Medical
School and Brigham and Women’s
Hospital in Boston.
He noted that many coffee
drinkers lead stressful lives and
smoke and drink alcohol heavily.
Kawachi’s study did not ex
amine whether respondents were
told not to drink coffee, nor did it
question the effect of caffeine on
people who attempt suicide.
Kawachi said the issues merit fur
ther study.

A 1990 study found that as
little as 100 mg of caffeine per day
could produce increased feelings
of well-being, energy and motiva
tion to work. A five-ounce cup of
coffee contains 40 to 180 mg of
caffeine, according to the Food
and Drug Administration.
Kawachi’s study was criti
cized by Dr. John Greden, an ex
pert in depression at the Univer
sity of Michigan,
He said researchers should
have examined the effect of anti
depressants and blood pressure
medication, which tends to be a
depressant. He said they also
should have looked at how many
suicide victims tried to stop smok
ing, which also can trigger depres
sion.
“The findings could have
nothing to do with caffeine,”
Greden said.
Kawachi’s study appears in
Monday’s issue of the American
Medical Association’s Archives
of Internal Medicine. It is consis
tent with a 1993 Kaiser
Permanente Medical Care Pro
gram study of 128,934 men and
women, which also found a lower
risk of suicide among people who
drink more caffeine.
Kawachi's study was funded
by the National Institutes of
Health.
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SirRchardVnKiklestip' PHUNNI PAIJES
GET THE ORDER RIGHT! START HERE!

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

R.F.d. by MIKE MARLAND

MAMA’S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT
BUTCH AND DOUGIE bv ALEX HOWELL

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS

GEORGE by MARK SZORADY

R.F.D. by MIKE MARLAND

MAMA'S BOYZ by JERRY CRAFT

BUTCH AND DOUGIE bv ALEX HOWELL

THE SPATS by JEFF PICKERING

OUT ON A LIMB by GARY KOPERVAS
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Fax 928-3964 to reserve your free CLASSIFIED ADS! Space is limited! First come, first serve!

CLASSIFIED ADS
Greek Corner
Congratulations Beth, Angie and Jennifer Alpha Chi
Omega’s Wonderful New Members. We love you!!-The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega.

Clubs
InterVarsity Christian Fellowship Weekly Activities Small
Groups Tuesday 7-8:30p.m. F-106, Wednesday 78:30p.m. Y-2225, Thursday 7:30-9 p.m. F-208. Prayer
Meetings Monday 5:30 p.m. Club Commons Friday 12
(noon) the Green. More info 928-3062, 928-3114.

Announcements
Graduate School Opportunities for Minorities Forum 5
April 1996Andrew Robinson Student Life Center Build
ing 14 Room 160112:00p.m.-3p.m. Host- Minority and
International Student Affairs Refreshments will be
served.
PREGNANT- Exploring choices, free pregnancy coun
seling. Local counselor, Christian Family Services, 1
800-226-2367.
"Have you done your taxes yet? If not, save time,
money and frustration. I can do your taxes for a feeless
than most computer software porgrams. Call
Donnamarie Reel at (904)-221-5122." 3-12

Attention UNF Students who are not registered to vote
ptease stop by the SGA Office and pick up a voter
registration Application. Use it to Rock the Vote or
declare Florida Residency.

UNF step aerobics classes! Shape up for Spring Break and
have fun. Mon-Friday 12:30-1:30, 5:45-6:45 and Tues. &
Thur.-4:30-5:30. In Arena, @ half court.

JMC and the UNF Jazz Department present "Beat Those
Monday Morning Blues" Jazz Service. Where? Bldg. 14
Rooms 1603 &1604. When? Sundays at 8 p.m. Dates Jan.
21, Feb. 25, March 17, and April 28.
Rape Aggression Defense training (R.A.D.), self-defense for
women. Only 12 hours of your time. Classes will be held in
February and March. Contact UPD, 646-2804 for additional
information

Amnesty International meets every Wed. At 4:30 in the club
commons, Bldg. 14. You can help others achieve freedom.
For more information call Dave at 928-3390 Freedom is not
Free

Wanted; A savvy, outgoing person who wants hands on market
ing experience for company. The successful candidate willplan
seminars, supervise advertising, and have a chance to research,
plan and execute their own marketing proposal. Can arrange for
college credit This marketing experience can easily lead to full or
part time position locally or nationally. Call today for an interview:
(904)-731-2889 2/27

$200-$500 WEEKLY- Mailing travel brochures. No experi
ence necessary. For information send selfaddressed stamped
envelope to: Universal Travel, P.O. Box 610188, Miami, FL
33261. 3-12-4-12.
Earn extra income around your school schedule with Nation
Wide corporation expanding to Jacksonvillearea with “Unique”
marketing concept. Two positions available to set appoint
ment call 7660998.2-27
Have you taken the LSAT, GMAT, GRE, or MCAT? Did you
score in the 90th Percentile or above? Do you have strong
presentation skills, a dynamic, creative personality and a
desire to work with motivated students? If so, you may be the
new teacher we are looking for... Excellent wages and
flexible hours. Call today for an audition: (904)- 731-5500.
2?27

Nonsmoker needed to share three bedroom house
five minutes from UNF and FCCJ $200.00/month +
1/3 of utilities. No deposit required call Mark or
Jason at 641-9277. 2/27

The Black Men’s Focus Group Needs 25 African American
Men Who Can Serve Their Community As Mentors To AtRisked African American Males In High School. If Interested
Please Call Jermall at 646-2475. 2/27

Roomate needed male preferred, female o.k. no
pets or smoking. The Tides at Marsh Landings,
Brand new 2 bedroom w/ full size w/d, large kitchen
w/ microwave, pool & Hot Tub, 24 hr. workout cen
ter, large closet $475.00 Call Dave at 280-9922. 3
12

Typing Services

Female, single to share 2 bedroom townhouse within
walking distance from UNF. Must like pets. Deposit
and references required. Call before 2:00p.m.6429894 or after 2:00p.m. 646-2804. 3-12

Hurst Wordprocessing Service- 280-0932. Want fast and
accurate typing of your term paper? Call Karen and leave
message, your call returned promptly. 3-12

Typing Service - Term papers, etc. Will pick up and
deliver, if needed. 645-3480

Help Wanted

Roommates

Papers and Projects typed quickly and accurately. Laser
printer and color printer. Call Kelly at 745-1782

Typing by Michelle - Experienced APA Typist. Theses,
dissertations, term papers, correspondence, resumes.
Professional work guaranteed. Word processing ser
vices Beaches 246-0378

Reasonable prices - reports, letters, word processing,
spreadsheets. Letter quality printing. Pickup and Deliv
ery. 24 hour turnaround services. Call Sharon McPherson
at 744-3786
Term papers/Projects/Resumes typed within 24 hours. Call
262-2130 and ask for Jean.

Professional Typing Service - Top quality laser printer,
computer disks, low rates. Call Lois King at 745-4091 or9490180 (pager on campus) Student discounts available.

Child Care
3 1/2 yr and 9yr old for occasional Thrusday evening (58p.m.) and Saturday evening (6:30-11:30p.m.) in Neptune
Bch. Transpartation and references required. Prefer edu
cation majors but honesty, gentleness and patience are
the important qualities. 249-4680 or EMAIL
Miaswimmer@AOL.com.

For Sale
Magic the Gathering Cards. The Best Cards. Over 200
cards, only $40.00 obo. Ask for Randy 928-3343. 3-12

Mountain Bike for sale GT Tequesta, Shimano Components
asking $250.00 call Dave @ 733-6135.3-12

84 Honda Motorcycle-Interceptor 500 cc (v4) Cafe Style.
Body in good Condition. Comes with Helment- Full Ferring.
Extra Seat has 2 very good Dunlop Sport Tires. Needs new
rear valves (8/lnstalled) then ready to ride. Must sell
$450.00 call 642-9894 or beeper 350-6544. 3-12

YOUR POTENTIAL CUSTOMERS ARE LOOKING AT THIS RIGHT NOW!
Why isn't your message in this space?
Contact Greg Renfroe to find out
how you can put our space to work for you!
Phone: 646-2727
Internet: spinaker@unf.edu
Fax: 928-3964
OfficeVision: SPINNAKE

UNF Senior Salute for May Grads
Commencement is on May 3rd. Senior
Salute is your opportunity to take care
ofallyour graduation needs at one time
and in one place.
• This is the time to purchase your cap & gown.
• Visit with your Career Development
representatives for employment information
and employability skills training.
• Place your order for Personalized UNF
Commencement Announcements.
• Meet your UNF Alumni Association and get
involved with their programs.
• UNF Class Ring Sale. NO DEPOSITS required
on orders placed during this event.
• See the selection of frames for your UNF
diploma.

Don’t miss it. AU of this
will be available at the
Boathouse
March 19th, 20th & 21st
11:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
Senior Salute is sponsored by your UNF
Bookstore. There will be drawings for door
prizes and you can celebrate Graduation '96
with $.96 beer from Marriott.

Look What’s New At
The Prudential!
The Prudential is making some big changes and you can play an important
role in the exciting future we have planned! Our new Customer Service
Organization (CSO) is staffing for growth and that means great things for
articulate communicators with the ability to extend positive customer support.

Multiple opportunities now exist in the following areas for quick learners
who are seeking growth within a dynamic, “casual professional” atmosphere:

Change Case Managers
Underwriter Case Managers
Needed to assess life insurance applicants in relation to their suitability
for coverage. Both positions require comparable experience or a college
degree, and excellent communication and analytical skills. Candidates
should be creative problem-solvers with the ability to grasp complex
concepts and technical material. Previous telephone customer service
experience and/or PC skills will be a plus. (Salary range: $23,800 to low
$30’s commensurate with insurance industry experience)

Customer Service Specialists
Positions require comparable experience in a retail sales or communications
setting, along with the ability to handle a high-volume of inquiries in a pro
fessional manner. Previous life underwriting, life claim or policy adminis
tration experience will be a plus. PC and bilingual skills strongly preferred.
(Salary range: $17,500 to low $30’s commensurate with insurance industry
experience)

All successful applicants will be required to earn the NASD Series 6
license. Selected individuals will enjoy:
• state-of-the-art technologies/systems
• generous comprehensive benefits package
• extensive classroom & bands-on training
• performance-based career growth potential
• team-oriented, customer-focused environment
• educational & professional development opportunities
• flexible bours/8a-10p (evenings & Saturdays required)

If you’ve been looking for a new position that will maximize the many
skills you have to offer, contact us for immediate consideration!
FAX your resume to 904-391-7464 or CALL the CSO JobLine (from
9a-3p) at 904-391-3648. You may also MAIL your resume to: Human
Resources/CSO, Dept. CO, The Prudential, 841 Prudential Drive,
Jacksonville, FL 32207. EOE M/F/D/V.

ThePrudential
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UNF beats Rollins, Eckerd to get to final
from page 10
slight concussion and a broken bone in his
face. He led the Ospreys with 18 points.
UNF coach Rich Zvosec said
Patterson’s injury, coining when it did,
was crucial. “It took him out of the game
at a point when we needed another offen
sive weapon,” he said.
Sneed scored seven points and pulled
in 11 rebounds in his final collegiate game.
Williams scored 10, while Caple added
six on two three-point buckets.
“We did the best we could,” he said.
“It just turned out to not be enough this
time.”

Favorable bracket helped
UNF
The Ospreys took advantage of a good
seeding to get through the tournament.
While most teams would not want a sixth
seed, it put UNF in a bracket with three
teams it had split the season series with—
Eckerd, Rollins and Saint Leo.
UNF opened the tournament with a
56-51 comeback win over the Rollins
College Tars. After a see-saw first half,
Rollins grabbed a 28-22 lead at the half
with a pair of free throws by Daniel Parke
and a tip-in by Ray Carter. The score did
not reflect the fact that the teams ex
changed the lead four timesand were tied
three other times.
UNF mounted a comeback late to send

Rollins packing. After trailing by as much
as seven points, they tied the score with
5:29 to go. The Ospreys and Tars swapped
the lead five limes in five minutes, with
UNF taking the lead for good when Caple
sank two free throws with 23 seconds left
on the clock.
Caple scored 20 points, with Sneed
adding 10. The two tied for the team lead
in rebounds with seven each.
In the conference semi-finals, the
Ospreys defeated Eckerd College 61-52
after taking control late in the first half.
The Tritons got out to a seven-point lead
midway through the first half, but UNF
needed less than a minute to get within
three points.
After trading the lead with Eckerd
several times, the Ospreys took the lead
for good with 2:34 left in the first half and
didn't look back. Eckerd made six field
goals in the second half.
Sneed hurt the Tritons, scoring 23
points on 10-of-11 shooting. Patterson
scored 14 points. Senior forward Jesse
Hudson scored 13, shooting 7-of-9 on the
free-throw line. Sneed led UNF in re
bounding with nine.
Patterson said he thought everyone
stepped up. “The way we played defense
was the way coach [Zvosec] has been
yelling and screaming al us to play,” he
said. “We just wanted to come out and
play as lough on defense as we could.”

If you don't recycle this
newspaper, our staff will come
to your place and sing the
Village People's greatest hits...
a capella.
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Florida Southern ends UNF
basketball seasons at SSC tourney
Late FSC comeback costs Ospreys conference title, NCAA bid
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF
LAKELAND,
March 2 — The UNF
men’s basketball team
was the Cinderella
story of the 1996 Sun
shine State Conference
tournament. Unfortu
nately for the Ospreys,
midnight came in the second half of the
conference championship game.
The sixth-seeded Ospreys (14-15) de
feated third-seeded Rollins Feb. 29 and
second-seeded Eckerd March 1 to reach
the conference championship game.
However, top-seeded Florida Southern

turned the Ospreys’ postseason carriage throughout the first half, with the Mocca
into a pumpkin in the tournament champi sins stayingjustcloseenough to be danger
onship game, defeating UNF 53-49 to ous. UNF led 29-23 al halftime of a defen
clinch the conference championship and sive battle.
an NCAA tournament bid. FSC hosted the
“We had the tempo right where we
tournament at the Lakeland Center.
wanted,” said UNF coach Rich Zvosec.
After losing six straight games to end "We knew if the score got into the seven
the regular season, UNF recovered its mid ties or the eighties, we didn’t stand a
season defensive intensity just in time for chance.”
the SSC tournament and spent much of the
UNF’s shooting slopped in the second
championship game in peak form.
half, allowing Florida Southern to mount
The Moccasins took a brief lead after its comeback. UNF made just seven of 25
the tip but UNF jumped back into the second-half field goal attempts. The
game. Senior guard Phil Caple’s 17-foot Ospreys’ 20 points in the second frame
jumper gave UNF the lead, which it would were 10 behind FSC.
hold until late.
The Mocs tied the score at41 with nine
FSC and the Ospreys traded baskets minutes on the clock. Again the two squads
traded baskets, but the Mocs took the lead
for good when senior guard Shanaka
Weersooriya made a lay-up with 6:32 left.
(10.1 per game), and field goal percent
The Ospreys refused to die, however.
age (58.3 percent).
Although FSC pulled out to a six-point
Sneed was named second team all
lead, UNF came within three on lay-ups by
conference. Also a senior, he averaged
Caple and senior center Chris Sneed.
12 points and eight rebounds per game
Sneed’s lay-up proved to be costly: mo
this season.
ments before he made that basket, he and
Sneed was also voted most valuable
Patterson collided, knocking their heads
player in the 1996 conference men's
together.
tournament. Junior forward Chris
Both were knocked unconscious
Patterson was named to the all-tourna
briefly, and Patterson left the game with a
ment team.

Three Ospreyspick uppostseasonaccolades
UNFcentered the Sunshine State Con
ference all-conference basketball teams,

announced Feb. 28.
Both Osprey centers — Vanessa
Sanders of the women's team and Chris
Sneed of the men‘s team — were named

all-conference.
Sanders was named to the women’s
first team, the first such honor in her

career. The senior led the Lady Ospreys
this season in three categories: scoring(15.3 points per game), rebounding

—TK

See UNF, page 7

Baseball team stumbles against fast
competition in Greyhound Classic
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

This year’s Jack
sonville Kennel Club
Classic has not gone
as well for the UNF
baseball team as last
year. The competi
tion has been much
closer.
The Ospreys (10-10) have stumbled
against Division I competition this year
in the second annual event. UNF has lost
four straight games and five of its last
six.
“We’ve played a straight Division I
schedule, and we’ve done all right against
some of these teams,” said UNF coach
Dusty Rhodes. “It’s going to help us out
down the line. I think it’ll help us in our
conference.”
Rhodes said the Ospreys’ perfor
mance is indicativeofacoupleofchanges
from last year, when UNF went through
the visiting Division I schools without a
loss. “They’ve come back here and there
have been better teams,” Rhodes said. “I
think Vanderbilt was a much better team
than they were last year, Xavier was
much better than they were last year,
[and] Austin Peay is much belter than
they were last year. Everybody came in
here playing better, and we’ve actually
lost some of our offense from last year.”
Kansas State 7, UNF 2 (UNF,
March 10) — The Wildcats won their

Lady Mocs’pressure knocks out Lady Ospreys in semis
By Tom Kopacz
OF THE STAFF

LAKELAND,
March 1 — Florida
Southern did it to the
UNF women's basket
ball team again.
The 12th-ranked
Lady Moccasins picked
up their 12th unan
swered win in four years over the Lady
Ospreys (16-12), defeating UNF 75-71 in
the semifinals of the Sunshine State Con
ference tournament in their backyard at the
Lakeland Center.
From the Lady Ospreys' standpoint the
tragedy had to be that they had their nem
esis right where they wanted them. UNF
jumped out to a 5-0 lead in he first half
minute and withstood a brief FSC come
back to jump out to a 44-32 halftime lead.
However, FSC kept defensive pressure
on UNF in the second half, tying the score
at52-all with 10 minutes left. Although the
Lady Ospreys got back out to a 59-53 lead
two minutes later, the Lady Moccasins
refused to quit and lied the score at 63 with
just over three minutes left.
FSC took the lead on a pair of free
throws by guard Terri Davis after an inten
tional foul was called on UNF freshman
guard Anna Skipper al the three-minute
mark.FSC forwardTarra Blackwell scored
on the ensuing possession and UNF could
get no closer than two points behind over
the final three minutes.
“We have never beaten them and I
think that’s a mental obstacle we have to
overcome,” said UNFcoach MaryOrtelee.
She said Florida Southern’s full-court press
rattled her team. “They got easy buckets
against our zone because we got a little
rattled on the offensive end.... You have to
credit Florida Southern’s defense.”
UNF senior forward Nancy Miller, in
tears after her last college game, said FSC’s
pressure has always rattled UNF. “They
have a mentality that they’re not going to
quit,” she said.
Sophomore point guard Krista Wynn
led the Lady Ospreys with 15 points off the
bench. Miller scored 14, and two of her
classmates put together big games, too —
forward Tabatha Menear scored 10 points
and center Vanessa Sanders scored 11,
pulling down 10 rebounds.

schedule. “We were lucky to get five
innings in to make it an official game."
Six Wildcat hitters got one hit apiece,
with most of the damage coming in the
first and fifth innings.
Wyatt Brooks (3-3) took the loss for
UNF.

Xavier 6, UNF 4 (UNF, March 6)—

The Musketeers plated two men in the
top of the eighth inning to break a tie
score and lock up the win.
Xavier centerfielder Jason Gale’s
singlesenthome leftfielder Jason DuVall
and second baseman Sean West.
UNF reliever Donnie Wood (1-1),
who had already been knocked out of the
game, took the loss.
Central Michigan 8, UNF 7 (UNF,
March 6) — Another two-run eighth

inning by the opponents proved to be the
Ospreys’ downfall as the Ospreys and
Chippewas combined for 31 hits.
Even a 5-for-5, four-RBI day by first
baseman Mac Mackiewitz could not help
the Ospreys. Mackiewitz is balling .452
thus far this season.
RelieverReenn Edmondson dropped
to 2-1.
Austin Peay 4, UNF 3 (UNF, March

5) •— The visiting Governors pasted four
runs on the scoreboard in the top of the
first inning and UNF could not match it.
APSU scored three runs before any
outs on a home run by third baseman
Nate Manning. After a strikeout, desig
nated hitter Dave Sloan sent Osprey starter
Mike Beresh (1-1) to the showers with
another home run.

last game of the Greyhound Classic in
UNF 5, Purdue 3 (UNF, March 4)
nasty conditions. The game was called
—
The
Ospreys scored three runs in the
after five innings as KSU went 6-1 at the
first
two
inning and added another two in
Kennel Club Classic.
the
eighth
to break a 3-3 tie and preserve
“We’ve played in some really weird
the
win.
weather this year,” Rhodes said. "We
Edmondson relieved starter Ben
played in snow flurries up in Georgia,
and now this is 45 degrees and raining.” Watkins in the eighth inning and pitched
He said he tried to do the best he two innings of perfect baseball to get his
could to accommodate KSU’s travel first win of the season.

Purdue athletes take life skills class
WEST LAFAYETTE, Ind., March 7
(AP) — Freshman athletes at Purdue Uni
versity this fall must take a class on budget
ing their time and using the library, but at
least one faculty member thinks it may be
a waste of time.
The one-credit Life Skills course of
fered through the School of Education also
will cover study skills, choosing a major
and health topics such as nutrition, drugs
and alcohol, sexually transmitted diseases
and birth control.
Professor of philosophy William
McBride agreed some students needed such
a class, but objected to making it mandatory.
“The idea of giving academic credit for
it was really quite anathema to the (School
of Liberal Arts) senate,” McBride said.
Carol Dewey, the athletic department’s
compliance/academic advisor, likes the
idea of such an orientation course, but said
athletes don’t need to be singled out. Ath
letes’ grade averages are only slightly be
low those of the student population.
“It’s been demonstrated (hat students
who participate in orientation programs

UNF senior forward Nancy Miller guards a player from the University of Tampa
during the conference first-round playoff game at the UNF Arena Feb. 27 (Tom
Kopacz/Sports Editor)

The Lady Ospreys beat Tampa 75-66
Feb. 27, getting a measure of revenge on
the Lady Spartans. Tampa beat UNF 93-84
in Jacksonville Feb. 7, but lost this game on
the free throw line. Tampa put UNF on the
line 38 times, and the Lady Ospreys made
25 of those attempts.
Miller scored 17 points. “Nancy Miller
refused to lose,” Ortelee said. “The seniors
really stepped up.”
Ortelee started the five seniors left from
her first UNF recruiting class — Miller,
Sanders, Menear, Kathy Addison and
Felecia Monroe — in the last regular
UNF bops Tampa
season game against Saint Leo, as well as
For the third straight year, UNF hosted the Tampa game.
a SSC first-round game at the UNF Arena.
We all pulled together as a team,” Miller
said. “These last two games have been real
For the third straight year, UNF won.

team efforts.”
She said experience got UNF the vic
tory. ‘‘We knocked down our free throws
when we needed to,” she said. "I wasn't
going to lose this game.”
Sophomore forward Mary Beth Korte
had a career night, scoring most of her 17
points from the free throw line.
“I was really concentrating on those
free throws, and just going out to play to
win,” she said. “I want to got to Lakeland.
That’s all that was on my mind.”
Sanders scored 15 points despite getitng
into foul trouble for the first time this
season. “I didn't play any diferently than I
have any other night,” she said. “You’ve
just got to play your own game. You can’t
play the [referees’] game.”

are retained at a higher rate than other
students — even students who aren’t ath
letes,” she said.
Martha Chiscon, a professor of bio
logical sciences and member of the Uni
versity Retention Committee, also defended
the course since some students come to
college unprepared.
“We have a responsibility to try to
broadly educate as many young people as
admissions, orthemission standards which
are set, determine should be able to suc
ceed in college,” she said.
Joy Holmes Harris, a 1991 communi
cations graduate and former basketball All
American, said making the class manda
tory may be the only way athletes will fit it
into their crowded schedules. She also said
students should get credit for time they
spend in it.
“I also think that it would make (ath
letes) more well-rounded. And it shows
that the athletic department cares about a
person’s total well-being, instead of just
participation in that particular sport,” Har
ris said.

Wash. State student arrested for
throwing salt shaker on court
PULLMAN, Wash., March 9 (AP)
— A Washington State University stu
dent has been arrested for allegedly
throwing a glass salt shaker from the
stands during a men’s home basketball
game, campus police said.
Christopher W. Patters, a 22-yearold sophomore from Lacey, Wash., was
arrested Thursday and booked into
Whitman County Jail on charges of
reckless endangerment and fourth-de
gree assault, police said. Both charges
are misdemeanors carrying up to a year
in jail and $1,000 fines.
The salt shaker was thrown early in
the second half ofa Feb. 29 game against

the University of Arizona, police said
Friday.
The object bounced off the shoulder
of Brett Hansen, a member of Arizona’s
sports information staff, and shattered on
the floor of Friel Court. Hansen, who had
been seated near the Arizona bench, was
not seriously injured.
“We are extremely relieved and
pleased there has been a resolution in this
matter, and we are grateful no one was
seriously injured by this heinous act,”
WSU athletic director Rick Dickson said.
The university said its student con
ductcommittee will review the incident.

